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Abstract
This paper describes an entry to the 1st Clarity Prediction Chal-
lenge [1]. Non-intrusive predictors for an intrusive speech in-
telligibility metric are trained, then fine tuned on the ground
truth correctness values in the challenge training data.Results
are reported on a number of speech intelligibility metrics, an
explanation for the selection of which models have been submit
to the challenge is provided.

1. Motivation
In the United Kingdom (UK) 1 in 5, or just over 12 milion peo-
ple, experience hearing loss of greater than 25 decibels hearing
level (dBHL) [2]. By 2035 this will rise to 14.2 million [2] and
with age correlating with an individual’s likelihood for develop-
ing hearing impairment. This statistic is going to inflate dramat-
ically. By 2050 we will have observed a near doubling of the
global population aged older than 60 going from just 12% in
2015, to making up 22% of the world’s population by 2050 [3],
a reality that has large consequences for all medical conditions
which increase in likelihood with age.

Inspired by recent works [4, 5] which use a neural network
to mimic the performance of an intrusive metric for speech qual-
ity and intelligibility, here a similar network structure is used to
predict the metric score that will be assigned to the input audio
in a ’non-intrusive’ way. Note that the technique here differs in
that the network is only provided access to the degraded signal,
rather than the degraded/clean pair.
We chose to use a metric prediction objective over simply using
the ground truth ’correctness’ information in the training data
as this was found to be distributed in a way that was difficult
for our non-intrusive models to find any discernible patterns in.
Our intuition is that if these metrics have been found to corre-
late with human perception of intelligibility, then non-intrusive
predictors of said metrics should also. Additionally we report
the performance of each of our non-intrusive metric predictors
after being ’fine-tuned’ on the ground truth intelligibility.

1.1. Speech Intelligibility Metrics

We investigate the non-intrusive prediction of 3 intrusive
speech intelligibility metrics, listed here in increasing levels of
complexity of computation.
Short-Time Objective Intelligibility (STOI) [6] is a commonly
used metric for the assessment of speech intelligibility. It
works by computing an average of the correlation between
one-third-octave filter-bank representations of the clean and
degraded speech signals. It is defined per channel. It has been
found to correlate well with human intelligibility in normal
hearing individuals [7, 8, 9].
Modified Binaural Short-Time Objective Intelligibil-

ity (MBSTOI) [10] is a variant of STOI which takes in
binaural (stereo) degraded and reference signals. The score is
computed similarly to STOI, except that it includes an internal
simulation of the ’better ear effect’ wherein the channel with
the highest correlation for that block of processing is used to
compute the final score.
The Hearing-Aid Speech Perception Index (HASPI) [11] metric
is designed specifically to assess intelligibility in people with
hearing loss. In addition to a degraded and a reference signal it
also takes an audiogram representation of the hearing loss in
a given ear, and incorporates a hearing loss simulation as part
of the computation of the score. It additionally incorporates an
ensemble of neural networks fitted to real human intelligibility
as part of the score calculation.

2. Experiments
2.1. Tools and Software

We implement our experiments via modifications to the chal-
lenge baseline system, replacing the simple fitting model with
the neural models described below using PyTorch [12]. We also
use some features of the SpeechBrain [13] package for audio
loading and dataloader creation. For the computation of the
STOI scores we use a Python implementation, for MBSTOI we
use the Python implementation provided in the baseline and for
HASPI we use the MATLAB implementation provided in the
challenge documentation. All of the models are relatively low
cost, and can be run on a CPU in a reasonable amount of time.

2.2. Feature Extraction

Features are calculated from the time domain hearing aid pro-
cessed signals either the output of the hearing aid x or x̂ the
output of the hearing aid processed by the hearing loss simula-
tion [14] used in the baseline system, depending on the metric.
First a spectral magnitude Xk,ℓ for frequency k and frame ℓ is
calculated of the time domain audio signal X , followed by a
transformation to the feature space by adding 1 to and taking
the logarithm of each element to give the feature representation
Xf . The channel index c is denoted using Xc

f . Note that in the
following Xc

f denotes the feature representation of the hearing
aid output while X̂c

f is the feature representation of the hearing
aid output x with the baseline hearing loss applied x̂.

2.3. Model Structure for Non-Intrusive Prediction

For each of the 3 metrics we investigate, we adapt the same
basic model structure for the specific requirements of the metric.
The basic structure is based on that of the discriminator network
in [5] - 4 2D convolutional layers with 15 filters of a kernel
size of (5, 5). To account for the variable length of input data,



a global 2D average pooling layer is placed immediately after
the input, fixing the feature representation at 15 dimensions.
After the convolutional layers, a mean is taken over the 2nd and
3rd dimensions, and this representation is fed into 3 sequential
linear layers, with 50, 10, and 1 output neuron(s) respectively.
The first 2 of these layers have a LeakyReLU activation while
the final layer has no activation.

For STOI, we predict the score for each channel of the HA
output audio separately, with the input to the prediction network
being the feature space representation of the given channel X̂c

f

where c is a channel index. As such, the input dimension to the
average pooling and first 2D convolutional layer is 1.

For MBSTOI, we predict the score for the HA output stereo
audio together, with the input to the network being the feature
space representations of both channels {X̂l

f , X̂
r
f}. The input

dimension of the average pooling layer and the initial convolu-
tional layer is 2 to account for these stacked channel represen-
tations.

Finally for HASPI which like STOI is defined per audio
channel, we use the Xc

f representation of the audio, but also use
ac the audiogram representation of the listener’s hearing loss
for channel c as input. This 6 element representation is passed
through a linear layer with 10 output neurons then another with
50; this representation is then concatenated along the feature
dimension with the representation of the audio of the same size.
This 100 element representation is then fed through a further 3
linear layers with 50, 10, and 1 output node(s) respectively, all
but the last layer having a LeakyReLU activation.
Additionally, we train a model with the same structure as that
for the HASPI prediction described above, and train it to predict
the ground truth Correctness scores in the training data.

2.4. Experiment Setup

We pre-compute the STOI, MBSTOI, and HASPI scores for the
entire train set. We then train 4 models, as described above,
to reproduce the score, given only the hearing aid output with
hearing loss simulation X̂c

f for STOI and MBSTOI, and in the
case of HASPI and the model directly predicting the ground
truth Correctness, the hearing aid output X̂c

f and the audiogram
information ac.
We use a Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) with a window
length of 20ms, a hop length of 10ms and an FFT size of 1024.
The hearing aid outputs x have a sampling rate of 32kHz, while
the hearing aid outputs with the baseline hearing loss simulation
applied x̂ have a sampling rate of 44kHz.
Following on from the baseline system we train with a 5 fold
validation technique, partitioning the folds on the scene ID. We
use the Adam [15] Optimiser with a learning rate of 0.001 for
all models.
All models are trained with a batch size of 1 with the excep-
tion of the model that directly predicts correctness which uses a
batch size of 20. We additionally ’fine tune’ the metric objec-
tive models using the ground truth ’correctness’ (intelligibility)
scores; in the case of the the metrics that are defined per channel
(STOI and HASPI) we use the channel that returned the highest
predicted score between the 2, as a simplified simulation of the
’better ear effect’. This finetuning process consists of expos-
ing the model to the entire training set in the same way as in
the pre-training, but having it’s outputs compared to the ground
truth rather than the metric. We use this same technique to eval-
uate the performance of these models. Research into optome-
try demonstrates that grammatically intact sentences provide a
lower accuracy for diagnosis than a bag of words approach [16]

Table 1: Performance on the Clarity Prediction Challenge Train
Set

Model Objective Correctness Error r ρ
STOI 35.63 0.3 0.21
STOI (fine) 34.55 0.32 0.25
MBSTOI 39.30 0.26 0.18
MBSTOI (fine) 34.72 0.32 0.23
HASPI 38.80 0.23 0.22
HASPI (fine) 31.55 0.53 0.46
Correctness 33.44 0.45 0.42

Prediction Error r ρ
STOI 13.88 0.43 0.3
STOI (fine) 16.44 0.43 0.3
MBSTOI 15.50 0.44 0.33
MBSTOI (fine) 21.81 0.47 0.32
HASPI 25.10 0.59 0.59
HASPI (fine) 37.09 0.29 0.29

as language cognition interferes with the results. In the context
of hearing loss it seems likely language cognition will also have
an impact and therefore the corpus used containing grammati-
cally intact sentences may have hindered the performance of the
metrics evaluated.

2.5. Results

Table 1 shows the results of our experiments over the entire
training set for the challenge. The upper half shows the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the model outputs versus the
ground truth ’correctness’ values. The lower half shows the
RMSE versus the true values for the target metric of the model
i.e the prediction error. r and ρ are the Spearman and Pearson
Correlations respectively.
In terms of prediction error, the model that is best able to non-
intrusively predict it’s target metric is that which is the STOI
prediction model, while the worst is the HASPI model. This is
likely because the calculation of the STOI is considerably sim-
pler than that for HASPI. As is to be expected, the fine tuning
to the ground truth correctness has the effect of increasing the
prediction error while decreasing the correctness error for all
models.
The best model in terms of prediction of the ground truth cor-
rectness was the fine tuned HASPI predictor. The slight per-
formance improvement versus the model that was only trained
to predict the correctness shows that the HASPI objective pre-
training did improve performance.

3. Conclusion
Of the models we have trained, we selected the Fine-tuned
HASPI objective (E006) and the Correctness (E034) objec-
tive models as submissions to the challenge, as they are the best
performing over the training set.
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